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ABSTRACT This research aims to develop a gamelan music genre classifier based on the musical mode system
determined based on the dominant notes in a certain order. Only experts can discriminate the musical mode system
of compositions. The Feed Forward Neural Networks method was used to classify gamelan compositions into
three musical mode systems. The challenge is to recognize the musical mode system of compositions between the
initial melody without having to analyze the entire melody using a small amount of data for the dataset. Instead of
conducting a melodic extraction from audio signal data, the text-based skeletal melody data, which is a form of
extracted melodic features, are used for the dataset. Unique corpuses are controlled based on the cardinality of the
one-to-many relationship, and a data mapping technique based on the bars is used to increase the number of
corpuses. The results show that the proposed method is suitable to solve the specified problems, where the accuracy
in recognizing the class of unseen compositions between the initial melody achieves at 86.7%.

KEYWORDS Multi-class classification; Fast recognition; Bar-based data mapping; Feedforward Neural
Networks; Gamelan music genre classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

USIC genre classification is a part of music
information retrieval research (MIR) which retrieves
information of music to measure musical similarity [1]. A
music genre classifier is to predict style of compositions
based on existing music characteristics. This research aims
to develop a music genre classification system for Javanese
traditional music known as gamelan based on the musical
mode system determined based on the dominant notes in a
certain order. In reality, only experts can discriminate the
musical mode system of a composition. Notes arrangement
based on gamelan rules is melodic patterns used by experts
to discriminate the musical mode system of a composition.
This became a motivation to develop a gamelan music genre
classification system.
The fast recognition terminology used in this article
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refers to the ability of a computer program to quickly
recognize the musical genre by using the beginning parts of
the melody. Bar, which is a musical element to determine the
time segment in a composition, is used as an instrument to
measure the ability of the program to quickly recognize
music genres using a number of bars. The challenge
increases when dealing with a limited number of corpuses.
Machine learning approach with the Feed Forward neural
networks (FFNN) method has been proved in solving music
genre classification problems [2-4]. A Feed Forward Neural
Network classifier was developed to recognize a
composition's musical mode system of gamelan at the initial
melody without having to analyze the entire melody. The
network was trained using a dataset consisting of a small
number of compositions collected from three classes of the
musical mode system. If the compositions are cut for a data
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segmentation within a short duration as works by [3, 5], the
number of corpuses will remain as small as the number of
compositions. In this condition, the networks will be difficult
to learn the patterns in a small dataset. Thus, the entire
melody in the composition should be organized and used to
increase the number of corpuses.
A bar-based data mapping to keep the entire melody
being used to train the networks was proposed in order to
increase the number of corpuses to solve the small number
of corpus problems.
II. RELATED WORKS

A Feed Forward Neural Network music genre classifier
using audio data as the input for two classification process
was developed by [6]. The first classification was to extract
audio data to recognize the notes, and the second
classification was conducted using the extracted notes to
recognize six music genres. The method proposed by [6] is
to classify songs into genres of blues, electronic, folk,
country, pop, rock so it is questionable regarding the use of
notes information as the only feature to classify musical
genres, and unfortunately there is no information of the
number of songs used as the dataset. A dataset containing
1000 songs collected from GTZAN music collection is
considered as limited size data to train a FFNN classifier
with a target which consists of 10 music genres [7]. If the
dataset was proportionally distributed, each class was trained
using 100 songs. While a FFNN for a multi-class music
genre classification using an open-source audio processing
software framework called Marsyas (Music Analysis,
Retrieval, and Synthesis for Audio Signals) was developed
by [2, 3]. The FFNN architecture developed by [2] contains
16 units for the input layer, 10 units for the hidden layer and
four music genres as outputs, and the dataset consisting of
400 samples is divided into 200 samples for training, 100
samples for validation and 100 samples for testing. In
contrast, despite having the same number of classes for
output, the network developed by [3] uses 100 samples
divided into 70:30 for training and testing without samples
for validation, which is rare, and the FFNN architecture
contains 135 units for the input layer and 10 units for the
hidden layer. The performance of classifier developed by [2]
is improved using fixed-size momentum in order to
overcome limitations in backpropagation training, and to
increase speedup over standard momentum. This method
uses additional information, where weights values and bias
are initially randomized and iteratively changed until error is
reduced. Furthermore, it is claimed that accuracy of fixedsize momentum neural networks outperforms standard
neural networks and standard neural networks using
momentum.
The Feed Forward Neural Network method is not only
restricted in the music genre classification, but it is also used
to develop a music genre classifier which involves emotion
and semantic as the target [4, 8-10]. A FFNN music genre
classification which involves mood-based classification
commonly uses energy, melody and timbre as features to
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represent the moods. Furthermore, comparing to SVM which
was also used by [9] in the same task of the classification,
FFNN achieves better accuracy both in the genre and mood
classification [8]. The Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) method was used by [10] to classify emotion
contained in a melody, where the number of songs in the
dataset was more than used by [8]. A classifier based on
FFNN was developed by [4] to learn semantic features for
music genre classification, where the extracted audio data is
selected to identify complex patterns which is then mapped
to the output layer. Instead of using a data mapping
technique, a feature extraction for a music genre
classification by compacting features as a feature subset was
proposed to reduce the computation process [11].
A deep learning method using audio data was proposed
by [12, 13] for music genre classification. Audio data is used
as a dataset and extracted using Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs), then the extracted data is sent to a
CNN classifier to be learned [12]. Furthermore, it is claimed
that more than three convolutional layers tend to be trapped
at local minima, whereas less than three layers are not
sufficient for a music genre classification. Deep belief
network (DBNs) on Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs)
audio data was used to develop a melodic feature extraction
system; DBNs supports multi-layer probabilistic data
representations learning as a non-linear problem [13].
The music genre classification for traditional music has
been developed by [14-16], while [17, 18] developed a
classifier related with the types of traditional instruments.
Korean traditional music genre classification was developed
using several classification algorithms, where the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) outperforms multi-layer perception,
random forest and decision tree [14]. While a classifier using
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) method was developed by [15]
for Indian traditional music classification. In contrast, the
music genre classification for Bangla music, traditional
Bangladeshi music, was developed using FFNN instead of
CNN or Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) for low-cost
computation, and FFNN has better accuracy than logistic
regression, linear regression, SVM and k-NN algorithm [16].
The number of instruments of the Colombian Andean string
music was counted using a FFNN classifier, where the input
is audio data containing music recording [17], while [18]
developed a FFNN classifier to recognize Persian music
instruments.
A music genre classifier is to predict the style or genre of
composition based on the characteristics of existing music.
This type of research involves selecting compositions that
will be converted into short time segments for representation
[5], known as melodic feature extraction. Melodic feature
extraction is to characterize a melody by reducing the
dimension of the melody, in which some melodic elements
that can represent relevant information are selected as
features.
A sequential pattern mining algorithm called Apriori
based on Functions in sequence (AFiS) was proposed by [19]
to formulate rules for the melodic features of gamelan music.
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AFiS algorithm works by partitioning the melody and using
a sliding window technique to weight the previous note and
the next note according to the order of positions in the
sequence data. Rules are constructed for the skeletal melody
of gamelan music known as balungan (Javanese: skeleton).
A skeletal melody is a form of extracted gamelan melodic
features, which contains selected notes extracted from all
notes in a composition. It is used by musicians as a guide for
playing musical instruments during their performances.
Skeletal melody data was also used by [20-21] to formulate
skeletal melody compositions based on grammar method,
including automatic composition generation [22], and was
also used as a dataset in developing the musical mode
systems classifier proposed in this research.

selection was conducted by removing some of notes and
musical elements, while the rest are stored as melodic
selected features. This technique was proposed by [24] in
developing Gendhing Scientific Pitch Notation (GSPN), a
human-computer based representation of gamelan music, in
which gendhing is a Javanese term which means song. The
skeletal melody data were used to train a FFNN classifier
with three classes of the musical mode system, namely
manyura, nem and sanga as output.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A multi-class musical mode classification was developed for
gamelan music. The challenge for the classifier is to
recognize a composition's musical mode system at the initial
melody without having to analyze the entire melody.
Gamelan consists of two musical scale systems, namely
slendro and pelog. The number and tuning of notes in these
systems are different. Slendro consists of five notes, namely
1, 2, 3, 5 and 6. While pelog consists of seven notes, namely
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. There is a dot note, an addition note
used to represent silent moment. The slendro and pelog
musical scale systems have their respective musical mode
system that function to determine the characteristic or style
of a composition. The system works based on the dominant
notes in a certain order. The musical mode system in slendro
is manyura, nem and sanga, while in pelog is barang, lima
and nem.
The experiment in this research was limited to the
development of a classifier to discriminate compositions of
slendro into three classes. The classifier was built using a
FFNN method and pattern recognition technique. Instead of
using audio signal extraction to determine melodic features,
skeletal melody data from a gamelan sheet music collection
were used as the dataset. A skeletal melody is an abstraction
from a melody. It consists of key notes and musical elements
used as a guide for musicians in playing the instruments. A
notes sequence in a skeletal melody is distributed in gatra, a
group of notes that functions as bars in Western music. A
gatra (bar) consists of four beats, and each beat can contain
one or more notes. Figure 1 shows an example of a
composition which consists of skeletal melody (a) and
melody (b).
A skeletal melody is similar to the chords in Western
music. A melodic abstraction for a chord detection was
implemented in the works of HARMONET, a system of
chorale harmonization in the style of J.S. Bach, in which a
chord skeleton based on eighth and sixteenth notes was
identified for selecting notes that could be removed to reduce
chords conceived as harmonies into harmonic skeleton [23].
The melodic features selection was also conducted for the
skeletal melody, but it is also to set the vector length apart
from selecting the melody feature. The melodic features
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Figure 1. Skeletal melody and melody in a gamelan
composition
The method in developing the classifier consists of four
phases, which are data preparation, data mapping, binary
representation, implementation and evaluation. MATLAB
2019 was used for the programming in all the four phases,
but the traditional technique was combined in the initial step
of the data preparation phase by typing the data in a text
document format before manipulated using MATLAB 2019.
IV. DATA PREPARATION

A melody skeletal data collection from three classes of the
manyura, nem and sanga musical mode systems. Each class
consists of 35 compositions, so 105 compositions are used as
the dataset. Figure 2 shows a melody skeletal example.

Figure 2. Melody skeletal example
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Data preparation was conducted in advance by removing
all marks, such as curves and circles, including all the dot
marks that represents high or low notes if any. The marks
removal was conducted since the network was designed to
learn melodic patterns based on notes in form of note
numbers and the dot note that represents silent moment. The
beats in most skeletal melodies contain one note, but in some
skeletal melodies, some beats are found containing more
than one note. Beat extraction was conducted to set the same
length vector for all beats. The first note in a beat is the
dominant note, while the successor note is the ornamentation
note. Post-sequence truncation technique which chops a
number of elements in the beginning of a vector was used for
a beat extraction. All the beats which contain more than one
note are extracted by keeping the first note and deleting the
rest started from the second note.
The data preparation was conducted using a traditional
technique by manually typing the compositions data in a text
document format. All the dotted notes which represent silent
moment were converted to the number of 0 in order to
support a computation process [19, 22, 24]. Furthermore, the
notes sequence in a melody skeletal is concatenated in one
row, and each note was separated by commas.

Figure 3. Marks removal and beats extraction example
Figure 3 shows an illustration of the initial step of the
data preparation which uses the first line of a composition
entitled Ladrang Jalak Ijo. The note sequence at the top is
the original, and the one at the bottom is the results of the
data preparation, where all marks are removed and beats
containing more than one note are extracted.
In the text document format, the compositions data of the
class of manyura, nem and sanga were inputted in three
separated text documents, namely manyura.txt, nem.txt and
sanga.txt. In each text document, each composition was
inputted in different rows. So, each text document contains
35 rows which represents 35 compositions.
The rest of this article use two compositions of the nem
class which are Ladrang Alas Kobong and Ladrang Binar as
dummy data for a brief algorithm explanation. In the
experiment, all the procedures explanation were also
implemented to all compositions in all classes. In the
following example, the text document of nem.txt, in which
the first row contains the notes sequence of Ladrang Alas
Kobong, and the second row contains the notes sequence of
Ladrang Binar, looks as follows:
0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0,
3, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5,
0, 6, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 5, 6, 5, 1, 2, 1, 6, 5, 3, 2, 3, 0, 5, 0, 5, 0,
5, 2, 3, 0, 0, 2, 3, 5, 5, 6, 5, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 3, 5, 3, 2,
0, 1, 2, 6
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0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 6, 0, 3, 0, 6, 0, 3, 0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0,
2, 5, 6, 5, 3, 2, 1, 2, 6, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 6, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 5,
0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0,
5, 0, 6, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0, 2, 5, 6, 5, 3,
2, 1, 2, 6
Next, the text document which contains compositions
data was loaded into the Matlab program, and converted
them into a sequence of vectors. The following is the code
snippets for creating a sequence of vectors of the nem class
with k is the number of rows in the text document which is
equal to the number of compositions and is equal to 35
compositions of the nem class.
% load .txt format data
classOne = "nem.txt";
nemData = fileread (classOne);
% split data per row resulting 1 x k cell.
nem = regexp (nemData, '\r\n|\r|\n', 'split');
% transpose data resulting k x 1 cell.
nem = transpose (nem);
% create a sequence of vectors for each row
nem = cellfun (@str2num, nem, 'UniformOutput',
false);
% Results
nem{1} = 0 5 0 3 0 5 0 6 0 5 0 3 0 5 0 6 0 2
0 3 … 6
nem{2} = 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 6 0 3 0 6 0 3 0 2 0 3
0 1 … 6
V. DATA MAPPING

The dataset which contains 105 compositions is relatively
small to train the networks in discriminating the musical
mode systems at the initial melody. In this condition, cutting
the melody within a short initial duration for input is not
recommended since the number of corpuses remains the
same. The entire melody in a composition should be
organized and used to increase the number of corpuses.
Melody is organized in melody lines, bars and beats. A data
mapping based on beats tends to produce many duplicate
corpuses, and it is difficult to control the data cardinality.
The more duplicate corpuses in the dataset will confuse the
networks. While a data mapping based on melody lines is
less effective in increasing the number of corpuses.
Therefore, a data mapping based on bars is suitable to control
the unique corpuses and to increase the number of corpuses.
This method solves the small number of dataset problems for
a fast recognition task.
The notes in the melody skeletal are distributed in bars,
where a bar consists of four beats or four notes after data
preparation. The length of the sequences of vectors were then
reshape by four in order to distribute notes based on the bar
length or 1-bar mapping. Continuing the previous examples,
the following is the code snippet for reshaping the sequences
of vectors of the nem class by four with k represents the
number of the data segmentation in each composition and p
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represents the number of the data segmentation of all the
compositions after concatenation.
[rows columns] = size (nem);
for i = 1:rows
% transpose data in each compositions resulting k x 1 cell
nem{i} = transpose(nem {i});
% reshape data in each composition by four resulting 4 x
k.
nemOne{i} = reshape(nem{i},4,[]);
end
% results
nemOne{1} =
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 … 5
5 5 5 5 2 5 5 1 5 5 … 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 … 6
3 6 3 6 3 3 3 6 3 6 … 5
nemOne{2} =
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 … 0
2 2 3 3 3 3 6 1 2 2 … 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 … 0
1 6 6 2 1 2 3 6 1 6 … 2
% concate cells resulting 4 x p cell
nemOne = horzcat(nemOne {:});
% transpose data resulting p x 4 cell
nemOne = transpose (nemOne);
nemOne =
0 5 0 3
0 5 0 6
0 5 0 3
….
2 1 2 6
The data mapping determines the short initial duration or
a number of notes at the initial melody which are sufficient
for the network to discriminate between musical mode
systems, or how fast the classifier can discriminate the
musical mode systems based on the number of notes in the
data segmentation. Data mapping is designed by mapping the
cardinality to one-to-many relationship, where a class can
have more than one corpus, but a corpus must be linked to
one class. Mapping was conducted based on bars, where the
network learns to discriminate the musical mode system of
gamelan compositions by analyzing note sequence pattern in
bars. In a 1-bar mapping, a composition consisting of eight
bars will contribute eight corpuses if they are all different
from each other.
The data mapping was further conducted by reshaping
each sequence of vector by n where n  {1, 2, 4} with the
value of 1 is for 1-bar mapping where each segmentation
containing four notes, the value of 2 is for 2-bar mapping
where each segmentation containing eight notes, and the
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value of 4 is for 4-bar mapping where each segmentation
containing 16 notes. The following are examples of 1-bar, 2bars and 4-bars mapping for a composition played in the
class nem entitled Ladrang Alas Kobong with n represents
the number or bars, in which each bar contains four notes.
Data preparation:
0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0,
3, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5,
0, 6, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 5, 6, 5, 1, 2, 1, 6, 5, 3, 2, 3, 0, 5, 0, 5, 0,
5, 2, 3, 0, 0, 2, 3, 5, 5, 6, 5, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 3, 5, 3, 2,
0, 1, 2, 6
1-bar mapping with n = 1:
(0, 5, 0, 3)
(0, 5, 0, 6)
(0, 5, 0, 3)
…
(0, 1, 2, 6)
2-bars mapping with n = 2:
(0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6)
(0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6)
(0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 3)
…
(3, 5, 3, 2, 0, 1, 2, 6)
4-bars mapping with n = 4:
(0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6)
(0, 2, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 6)
(0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6, 0, 5, 0, 3, 0, 5, 0, 6)
…
(0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 3, 5, 3, 2, 0, 1, 2, 6)
The unique corpuses are selected by removing all
duplicate data of n-bars. All n-bar mapping data from all
compositions are grouped by class. Furthermore, the
duplicate data found in the same class or in different classes
are removed. This will result unique corpuses in each group.
The similarity between compositions is one of the
characteristics of gamelan music [25]. Therefore, many of
the same bars are found in a composition, different
compositions, including compositions from different
musical mode systems. The similarity of gamelan
compositions becomes a problem for the network in learning
the melodic pattern. The network will confuse to
discriminate if multiple inputs are found in more than one
class. Increasing the number of bars in mapping data is a
solution to get unique corpuses on each class.
The quality of the data was controlled by unique corpuses
of data mapping and the distribution proportion of data for
training and evaluation taking into account the classifier's
task of discriminating musical mode systems at the initial
bars of the composition. Analysis on the dataset shows that
the number of bars or 1-bar mapping collected from 35
compositions in the class manyura is 720, and there are 146
bars remaining after removing duplicate bars. Whereas in the
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class nem, there are 159 bars remaining from 784 bars
collected from 35 compositions, and in the class sanga, there
are 154 bars remaining from 764 bars collected from 35
compositions. Table 1, with T for the number of corpuses
and U for the number of unique corpuses, shows the results
of the unique corpus count after removing duplicate corpuses
in the same class for 1-bar, 2-bars and 4-bars mapping.

1-bar
T
720
784
764

Manyura
Nem
Sanga

U
146
159
154

2-bars
T
U
360
205
392
185
382
203

4-bars
T
U
180
156
196
161
191
163

Many duplicate corpuses are also found in different
classes, and a higher number of bar mapping reduces this
problem. So, a corpus that is linked to more than one class
are removed from all classes where the corpus is found.
Table 2 shows the duplicate corpuses count in the different
classes for 1-bar, 2-bars and 4-bars mapping. Table 3 shows
the number of unique corpuses in all classes used to train the
network.
Table 2. The number of duplicate
corpuses in the different classes
Class
Manyura & Nem
Manyura & Sanga
Sanga & Nem

1-bar
83
73
84

2-bars
41
15
34

4-bars
10
2
2

Table 3. The number of unique corpuses
in the same and different classes
Class
Manyura
Nem
Sanga

1-bar
47
49
54

2-bars
158
119
163

4-bars
144
149
159

A 1-bar mapping is not sufficient for the network to
discriminate the musical mode systems since the number of
unique corpuses shrunk significantly after duplicate bars
removal. Therefore, 2-bars and 4-bars mapping were chosen
to train the network. The experiment was then carried out by
comparing based on the accuracy in discriminating the
musical mode system of gamelan composition.
VI. BINARY REPRESENTATION

In this phase, the corpus is converted into a binary
representation. The localist representation technique used by
[24, 26, 27] to represent melody information into binary code
was implemented. The localist representation uses the values
0 and 1 to set the active note, where 1 represents the active
note. There are five notes in the slendro musical scale
system, which are 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and a dot mark to represent
silent moment. In the data preparation section, the dot mark
is converted to 0. So, the localist representation uses six bits
as follows: 0 = 100000, 1 = 010000, 2 = 001000, 3 = 000100,
5 = 000010 and 6 = 000001.
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Table 4. Binary representation on 2-bars mapping
Note sequences
(0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 2, 1)

Table 1. Results of duplicate bars
removal in the same class
Class

The vector length of 2-bars mapping consisting of 8 notes
is 8 x 6 = 48 bits, while 4-bars mapping consisting of 16 notes
is 16 x 6 = bits. Table 4 shows examples of the localist
representation on the 2-bars corpus written in not bold-bold
to indicate the note in a note sequence.

(0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 3)

Binary Representation
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
0)
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,
0)

Table 5 shows examples of the localist representation on
the 4-bars corpus written in not bold-bold to indicate the note
in a note sequence.
Table 5. Binary representation on 4-bars mapping
Note sequences
(0, 0, 0, 0, 6, 6, 5,
6, 0, 6, 5, 3, 2, 3, 6,
5)

(0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 3, 2,
1, 6, 6, 5, 6, 3, 5, 6,
5)

Binary Representation
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

In defining the targets, three bits are used to represent
three classes of the gamelan musical genre. The manyura,
nem and sanga class was represented with 100, 010 and 001
respectively. The following is the code snippet for targets
vectors creation with n, k and p represent the number of rows
of the class of manyura, nem and sanga respectively.
for i=1:n
manyuraTarget{i} = [1 0 0];
end
manyuraTarget = vertcat(manyuraTarget {:});
for i=1:k
nemTarget{i} = [0 1 0];
end
nemTarget = vertcat(nemTarget {:});
for i=1:p
sangaTarget{i} = [0 0 1];
end
sangaTarget = vertcat(sangaTarget {:});
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The binary representation was conducted to all
compositions data in 2-bars and 4-bars mapping. Further the
results of the binary representation conducted using
MATLAB were then exported into Microsoft Excel
document format based on the corpus division described in
the Implementation and Evaluation section. The exported
data is a public dataset called Gamelan Musical Genre
Classification (GMGC) which can be downloaded through
www.gamelanresearch.com or in the link listed after the
Conclusion and Future Works section.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION

Gamelan music genre classification was developed using the
FFNN method. The dataset consists of 105 gamelan
compositions of the slendro musical scale system. The
compositions were collected from three classes of the
manyura, nem and sanga musical mode systems, where each
class consists of 35 compositions. A total of 720 bars were
collected from the class manyura, 784 bars were collected
from the class nem and 764 bars were collected from the
class sanga. Melodic pattern based on 2-bars mapping
produces 360 corpuses from 720 bars in the class manyura,
392 corpuses from 784 bars in the class nem and 382
corpuses from 764 bars in the class sanga. Meanwhile 4-bars
mapping produces 180, 196 and 191 corpuses respectively.
The task of the classifier is to discriminate the musical
mode systems at the initial bars of the composition. The
corpus which contains the first initial bars of the
compositions were divided for training and unseen data
evaluation. Each class contributes a total of 35 these
corpuses. The corpus which contains the first initial bars of
the compositions were organized separately. All of the
corpus which contains the first initial bars of the
compositions were separated. After this separation and
duplicate bars removal, 2-bars mapping produces 158 unique
corpuses in the class manyura, 119 unique corpuses in the
class nem and 163 unique corpuses in the class sanga.
Meanwhile 4-bars mapping produces 144, 149 and 159
unique corpuses respectively.
The corpus which contains the first initial bars of the
compositions were and divided into 70% for sending back to
training data and 30% for unseen data evaluation. So, a total
of 25 corpus per class was sent back to the training data. This
resulted 2-bars mapping consisting of 183 corpuses in the
class manyura, 144 corpuses in the class nem, and 188
corpuses in the class sanga. While 4-bars mapping consisted
of 169, 174, 184 corpuses respectively. The remaining 30
corpuses which contains the first initial bars of the
compositions, both in both 2-bars and 4-bars mapping, were
used for unseen data evaluation
The input vector length for 2-bars mapping is 48 bits, and
3 bits for the target. Data of 2-bars mapping were transposed
into a 48 x 515 matrix for input with a 3 x 515 matrix for the
target. While 4-bars mapping contains 96 bits length for the
input and 3 bits for the target. Data of 4-bars mapping were
transposed into a 96 x 527 matrix for input with a 3 x 527
matrix for the target. Furthermore, the corpus was randomly
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divided into 80% for training data, 10% for validation data
and 10% for testing data. Continuing to the unseen data, in
the 2-bars mapping, the input data was transposed into a 48
x 30 matrix and the target data was transposed into a 3 x 30
matrix. While the 4-bars mapping consisted of a 96 x 30
matrix for input with a 3 x 30 matrix for the target. Table 6
shows the corpus division for training, validation and testing
data in 2-bars mapping, while Table 7 shows the corpus
division in 4-bars mapping.
Table 6. Corpus division in 2-bars mapping
Class
Manyura
Nem
Sanga

Tr.
146
115
150
412

Val.
18
14
19
52

Test
18
14
19
52

Total
183
144
188
515

Table 7. Corpus division in 4-bars mapping
Class
Manyura
Nem
Sanga

Tr.
135
139
147
421

Val.
17
17
18
53

Test
17
17
18
53

Total
169
174
184
527

Two different FFNN classifiers with three layers and
back-propagation learning algorithm was developed. The
input layer for the network which consists of 2-bars mapping
is 48 units, while 4-bars mapping is 96 units. Both of the
networks consist of three classes as output. The number of
hidden layers was determined by trying several different
numbers until the best number was obtained. The network
which uses 2-bars mapping has the best number of hidden
layers of 30 units, while 4-bars mapping has 20 units. Figure
4 and Figure 5 shows the FFNN architecture comparation
between 2-bars and 4-bars mapping.

Figure 4. Networks architecture for 2-bars
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and, 77.4% for testing. Overall, the accuracy reached 76.3%,
where 402 out of 527 corpuses were correctly discriminated
(showed in Figure 7).

Figure 7. Confusion matrix of the network which uses 4bars mapping
Figure 5. Networks architecture for 4-bars
The experimental results of the network which uses 2bars mapping reaches the best validation performance value
of 0.29588 at epoch 9, while confusion matrix evaluation
shows the accuracy of the network which uses 2-bars
mapping reaches 65.2% for training, 65.4% for validation
and 61.5% for testing. Overall, the accuracy reached 68.7%,
where 354 out of 515 corpuses were correctly discriminated
(shown in Figure 6).

Evaluation was conducted using unseen data for both of
the network containing 2-bars and 4-bars mapping. Unseen
data, which were randomly selected, consist of 30 corpuses
containing the first initial bars of the compositions. The
experimental results show that the accuracy of the two
networks is increasing. The accuracy of the network
containing 2-bars mapping reached 73.3%, where 22 out of
30 corpuses were correctly discriminated. While the
accuracy of the network containing 4-bars mapping reached
86.7%, where 26 out of 30 corpuses were correctly
discriminated.
Table 8. Accuracy comparation between 2-bars and
4-bars mapping
Data Mapping
2-bars mapping
4-bars mapping

Training
68.7%
76.3%

Evaluation
73.3%
86.7%

Figure 6. Confusion matrix of the network which uses 2bars mapping
The experimental results of the network which uses 4bars mapping reaches the best validation performance value
of 0.25922 at epoch 9, while confusion matrix evaluation
shows the accuracy of the network containing 4-bars
mapping reached 76.5% for training, 73.6% for validation
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix of evaluation (unseen) data of
the network which uses 4-bars mapping
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Table 8 shows the accuracy comparation on training and
evaluation (unseen) data between the networks which use 2bars and 4-bars mapping, and Figure 8 shows the results of
confusion matrix of evaluation data for 4-bars mapping.
VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS

A classifier to discriminate gamelan music genre was
developed using FFNN method. The task of the classifier is
to learn melodic patterns in order to discriminate
compositions into three classes of musical mode systems
namely manyura, nem and sanga. The challenge is to classify
between the initial melody without having to analyze the
whole melody using a small amount of data. Skeletal melody
of gamelan compositions that are forms of feature extraction
data that are readily available were used as the input. 105
compositions were collected from three classes, where each
class consists of 35 compositions. One-to-many relationship
cardinality was used to control unique corpus, where a class
can have more than one corpus, but a corpus must be linked
to one class. Data mapping was used to increase number of
unique corpus, where 2-bars and 4-bars mapping were
determined to be learned by two different networks.
The experimental results show that 4-bars mapping has a
greater number of unique corpus and a better proportions of
dataset division than 2-bars mapping. 4-bars mapping results
527 corpuses, while 2-bars mapping results 515 corpuses.
The number of corpus in each class in 4-bars mapping is on
average better distributed than 2-bars mapping. The
difference between the smallest and largest number of corpus
in 4-bars mapping is 15 corpuses, while in 2-bars mapping is
39 corpuses. A number of the initial bars of the compositions
were used as the unseen data to evaluate the accuracy of the
networks. The accuracy of the network containing 2-bars and
4-bars mapping based on the unseen data evaluation are
higher than their training.
4-bars mapping accuracy outperforms 2-bars mapping.
On the other hand, the network requires four bars, twice the
length of two bars, to discriminate the musical mode system
of gamelan compositions. Increasing the number of gamelan
compositions for dataset may increase the accuracy and
shorten the duration in classifying. Overall, the FFNN
method using a bar-based data mapping is suitable for a fast
recognition of the gamelan music genre classification, in
which the networks are trained using a small amount of data.
The proposed method is different with others musical
genre classification methods which has been proposed in the
previous works by other researchers. A bar-based mapping
to organize the entire melody for increasing the number of
corpuses from a small number of data is used to train the
networks to recognize the musical mode system of
compositions between the initial melody without having to
analyze the entire melody. The data from a sheet music
collection are used to train the networks rather than data from
an audio signal extraction. The proposed method gives
advantages in learning a pattern from the original source, and
the learning results can be implemented for a music genre
classification using text-based data or audio signal data.
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The proposed method can only be applied to 4-bar data
conditions starting from the first bar, and it remains to be
tested for its ability to receive 4-bar data starting from the
second bar or the next bar. The use of audio data including
the audio feature extraction into skeletal melody data also
will be conducted in the future works, and also the
performance improvement of the network developed in this
research to classify the musical mode system using the
skeletal melody extracted from audio data.
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Dataset link:
The dataset of Gamelan Musical Genre Classification (GMGC) can be
downloaded
in
this
link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1504nL8y50tjJiEtlwt4DQl9TwKsM
QnT2?usp=sharing.
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